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vaccinators on a large scale, though the Board had no reason
to believe that the greater portion of the commercial lymph
supplied was not of a satisfactory character. He would dis-
cuss that question with his advisers, although he did not
disguise from himself that it would be extremely difficult to
undertake a general supply sufficient for the needs of the
whole country. He agreed that if vaccination was tobe made
general the supply of lymph should be of the best possible
description, but he thought they should be satisfied
that the commercial lymph was unsatisfactory before
they attempted to embark on so large a business as
the supply by the Government of lymph for general use. That
was a question he preferred to reserve for more careful con-
sideration, because naturallyit would involve a discussion be-
tween the Board and the Treasury, and was not one on which
he could now say what his final view would be. He had to
indicate what his views were as the Minister responsible; he
had had no opportunities of consulting his colleagues; all he
had sought to do was to indicate the general principles which
would guide him in any recommendations he might make to
his colleagues. The deputation might rest assured that the
Board would do nothing calculated in any way to diminish
one of the greatest advantages that the country could possibly
enjoy, namely, the general adoption throughout the country
of vaccination as a prevention against one of the most
terrible of diseases.

Sir JAMES CRICHTON-BROWNE, on behalf of the deputation,
then returned thanks for the reception which the right hon.
gentleman had accorded them and for the patient attention
that he had given to their somewhat lengthened representa-
tions.

BIRKENHEAD MEDICAL SOCIETY.
AT a meeting held on January gth, Dr. G. S. Stansfield (in
the absence of the President) in the chair, Dr. J. Herbert
Dixon drew the attention of the Society to the working of the
Vaccination Act, in view of the probability of its being modi-
fied next year. He proposed the following resolutions,
which were seconded by Dr. J. LAMBERT, and unanimously
agreed to:

I. That the post of public vaccinator slould be abolished, and that every
registered medical practitioner should be paid by the constituted
authority for vaccinations performed.

2. That the names of all children for whom at the age of 4 months the
necessary certificate is not forthcoming should be handed by the vao-
cination officer to the parish medical officer for the district in which
such1 children are resident, who should vaccinate them and be paid at
the saiime rate as other practitioners.

3. That lymph slhould be supplied by the Government.
4. That the Conscientious Objector's Clause should be abolished.

LITERARY NOTES.
WE learn from the Athenewun that Sir James Crichton-Browne,
who knew the Carlyles well. is writing an introduction to the
additional letters of Mrs. Jane Welsh Carlyle, which Froude
for various reasons did not print, but which are now to see
the light. Sir James will give his own reminiscences of the
pair. He thinks that the wife could hold her own, even with
her distinguished but " crabbed" husband.
In December appeared the first number of the Transactions

of the G6erman Society for the Prevention of Venereal
Diseases. The editors are Dr. Blaschko, Professor Lesser,
and Professor Neisser. The publisher is Herr Barth, of
Leipzig.
The Medical Teemperance 1Retiewv for January contains a paper

by Professor Sims Woodhead on the pathology of alcoholism.
The paper is said to be " one of a series by eminent authorities
on the alcohol question, which it is intended ultimately to
publish as a standard book on alcohol from a medical point
of view."
To the expressions of appreciation of our Lister Number

quoted in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of January ioth, we
are able to add a few more. The Deuteche medicinieche Wochen-
schlrift describes it as a convincing testimony of the honour
in which Lord Lister is held. The Wiener mediciniseche Wochen-
schrift and the St. Peterburgischer medicinische Wochenschrift
make kindly references to it. The Boston Medical and Sur-
gi.cal Journal, in connexion with what it calls " an interesting
Festschrift," devoteq a leading article to Lord Lister and
Modern Surgery, tracing the gradual acceptance of the Lis-
terian gospel in America from Lord Lister's visit to Boston in
1875. The article onncludes as follows:
From the days of role rlliance upon the destructive antisepsis of car-.

bolic acid and ordinary cleanliness to the present days of scientific
aseptic detail and environment, we have watched with consumin" interest
the remarkable yrogress of surgery; and we, wlho have been tNrough it
all, give to Lister the credit of founding modern surgieal science. We
have lived to see his methods elevated and refined; his deductions re-
duced to a science, and his results brought, as it seems to us, as Dear per-
fection as they ever can be. That be, the founder-the '* master," as his
followers love to call him-should have lived to see the wonderful
harvest, the whole medical and surgical world now hastens to congratu
late him.
Our contemporary had in a previous issue said of the number
that " the whole forms a most gratifying tribute to this noble
benefactor of the human race." The Netw York Medical Journal
says the Lister Number " must possess very great interest for
surgeons all over the world," and describes it as " a worthy
memorial to the father of modern surgery." Mention of it is
also made by the New York Medical Record and the Philadelphia
Medical Journal.
The Riforma Medica of Palermo, which for eighteen years

has enjoyed the distinction-unique as far as our knowledge
goes-of being the only daily medical journal in the world,
has with the beginning of the present year transformed itself
into a weekly.

he following note which appears in the Vaccination Inquirer
is interesting in more ways than one:
Mr. Herbert Spencer has shown his continued interest and sympathy

with the antivaccination movement by sending to the League through
Mr. Tebb permission to reprint and circulate his short essay on vaccina-
tion in Facts and Comments. This permission has been gratefully acknow-
ledged and acted on. Mr. Spencer's essay is now one of the tracts of the
League.
We hope Mr. Spencer duly appreciates the new form of great-
ness thus thrust upon him. On the appearance of Facts and
Comments we took occasion to express a frank opinion on Mr.
Spencer's views on vaccination. The essay may be taken as
an illustration of Cicero's saying that there is no opinion, how-
ever foolish, that has not been held by some philosopher.
At a recent meeting of the Academie de Medecine, Dr.

Laborde presented, on behalf of the author, Dr. Beugnies, of
Givet, a pamphlet entitled Circumcision, a Pagan Ceremony;
Its Hygienic Value, and illustrated by three plates represent-
ing different episodes of the phallic worship in the Egyptian
temples at Abydos, Luxor, and Carnac. It may be mentioned
that Dr. BeugIiies has written several monographs dealing
with Jewish medicine: Mosaic Rumination (i888); The Medical
Archaeology of Judea (1889); The Genital Apparatus in the
Bible (I894); and Baths among the Semitic Peoples (X896). An
essay, Drinks among the Hebrews, by Dr. Beugnies, is in the
press.
The Review of Neurology and Psychiatry is the title of a new

medical " monthly " published at Edinburgh (Otto Schultze
and Co.). The editor is Dr. Alexander Bruce; the assistant
editor, Dr. Edwin Bramwell. The object of the new periodical
is stated to be " to provide in English a journal similar to the
various shorter reviews and Centralblatter on the same sub-
jects which are published on the Continent in French, Ger-
man. and Italian," and " is in no way intended to trench upon
the field already occupied by the various larger British and
American journa&s of nervous and mental disease." Each
number will contain short original articles or preliminary
communications, abstracts of the most important origina
papers recently published in every department of neurology
and psychiatry, reviews of books, and a bibliography of all
accessible recent articles, as well as occasional digests of
recent progress in knowledge of special subjects. The
original articles in the number before us are contributed by
Sir W. Gowers (Local Panatrophy), Sir John Sibbald (Psy-
chiatry in General Hospitals), and Dr. Byrom Bramwell (The
Relative Frequency of Disseminated Sclerosis in Scotland and
the North of England, and in America).
THE Medical Department of Tulane University, New

Orleans, has been made the residuary legatee of the late
Mr. A. C. Hutchinson, and it is expected that it will benefit
under his will to the amount of £2o0,OCO.
ITALIAN SOCIETY OF INTERNAL MEDICINE.-The following

questions are proposed for discussion at the next annual
meeting of the Italian Society of Internal Medicine, which
will take place in the autumn of 1903: (I) Individuality in
relation to pathogenesis and the evolution of dispases (to be
introduced by Professors A. de Giovanni and L. Giuffr6);
(2) modern views on immunity in regard to the prophylaxis
and treatment of acute infectious diseases (to be introduced
by Drs. L. Lucatello and N. Pane); (3) premature induction
of labour in the course of internal diseases (to be introduced
by Drs. G. Zagari and V. Ascoli). Dr. A. Zeri of Rome will
report on progress in diagnosis, and Dr. U. Flora of Florence
on progress in treatment.
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